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ZedAI telcon 20081215
From zedwiki
Note: The 15 December 2008 meeting will be held ONE HOUR LATER than usual, beginning at
1400h UTC. Find the meeting time in your geographical location
(http://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/fixedtime.html?
month=12&day=8&year=2008&hour=14&min=0&sec=0&p1=0) .
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Present
James, Kenny, Markus, Matt, Stephen, Per, Sam, Ole
Regrets: Gregory, Marisa

Scribe
Ole

Action Items
Completed
Per & Markus to express book profile as schema (DONE)
Boris and Marisa need to add book structures from Chicago Manual of Style and RNIB into taxonomy
to support @role (DONE)
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Markus needs to add a link on the Wiki to the RNIB DTD information (DONE)

Still Pending
Gregory to research mechanisms for local extension of taxonomies
James to begin research on XInclude and/or other strategies for splitting document over multiple files
GJR send email on XHTML1.x as possible fallback strategy (Remains)
Markus fix ZedAI main page, start a ZedAI Overview page (postponed, Markus is working on spec
prose first.)

New
Everybody should review and comment on "simplebook profile schemadoc" in mail from Markus, Dec
15th
Kenny to investigate Chicago Manual of Style equivalent for periodicals

Agenda/Minutes
Simple Book Profile, browsable schema documentation (will be sent out in advance
by MG&PS)
Markus has sent out a zip file containing schemadoc for the simplebook profile in a mail (Dec 15th)
The rest of today, tuesday and wednesday everybody has the action item to check out the documentation.
Provide suggested fixes.
Per+Markus thinks the current frontmatter content model needs work
Bodymatter also needs work, e.g. tbd is allowed inside tbd
Per: Focus on frontmatter+cover, also focus on possible simplifications
Content besides schemadoc: RelaxNG+modules, Riddle document + generated xsd.
Stephen: The documentation should include human readable semantic information.
Markus: This is the next major dev. of the schema doc: find a way to include semantic information from
different sources in the documentation.
Stephen: Perhaps we should indicate which elements are diasy specific and which are from xhtml2
Per: We are planning to color elements by namespace and provide ns-prefixes.
James: I do not see a Riddle doc.
Markus: The Riddle doc has html extension
Markus: Metadata needs work, the xhtml content model is untouched
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Markus: Enumerations for the Taxonomy of role attributes will be provided later for each element (e.g.
section, pagenum, frontmatter)
Stephen: Will the @role value on parent elements affect the possible @role values on children?
Markus: This is technically possible although not currently implemented.

Kennys periodicals: options, all these options.
Kenny: 3 possible approaches:
1. Use elements within daisy ns (d:byline, d:headline, d:dateline, d:sectionHead) 2. Use elements from newsml
namespace 3. Use @property/@role
Kenny and the periodicals group leans towards 1.
Kenny: Are there guideline for when to use @role or when to define new elements
Markus: Rule of thumb is: With elements we define, with @role we refine
Kenny: What is expected from the periodicals group by friday.
Markus: To provide an short report and recommendations from the group (in the wiki page)
Markus: Periodicals is about both news feeds and entire periodicals, this needs to be reflected in the content
model (at higher level, eg. frontmatter, bobymatter ect.)
Markus: In iteration 2, we need to know if there is a Chicago manual of style equivalent for periodicals.
Kenny: Will investigate this.

Iteration 1 report authoring
(see http://www.daisy.org/zw/ZedAI_Iteration1_Report). Several of us will need to co-author (brief things)
during the week.
A skeleton page exists on the wiki.
Kenny, Marisa, Boris and Ole on hook to provide content.

Further thoughts on spring F2F (just to keep the thread alive)
We are looking at the possibility of a f2f adjacent to C-SUN (before or after)

Next Iteration
Continued work on Simple book and Periodicals
Start to integrate IFLA metadata
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